Adirondack Manchester’s

‘Adventures’ in the Wilderness
Words and pictures by Lee Manchester, Lake Placid News, May 7, 2004

I’m an expert at getting lost — and,
no, I don’t mean that I’m an expert at
not getting lost.
For some reason, I am especially
adept at following my uninformed
instincts a little too far into unfamiliar
territory, equipped with nothing but a
topographic map, a compass, a little
water and my boundless ignorance.
I remember once, about 10 years
ago, climbing up a Southern California
arroyo that should have been a shortcut
between two arms of a long, long
switchback. At the end of that dry
creek bed the trail reappeared, just as it
should have.
That trail, however, was not the one
that me and my companion had been
looking for — it was just a coyote
track. We followed our “trail” a few
hundred feet into the thick manzanita
scrub, where it abruptly vanished.
After that, the only sure way out was
straight up the hillside through the
brush to a fire road on the ridge high
above us.
We ended up walking out of the park
along that road by moonlight around 9
that evening, covered with dust and
scratches, exhausted but exhilarated.
IT NEVER occurred to me that I
might get lost on an outing like the one
I took last Thursday — but it should
have.
It was the first warm day of spring,
and I just couldn’t stand it anymore,

being cooped up inside. I had patiently
outwaited the winter. I had even waited
while the hillsides drained and the
trails firmed up. But, last Thursday, I
could not wait no more — I had to get
out on the trail.
But which trail?
It didn’t take long to decide on the
Iron Works Road, the old sledge trail
carved by Archibald MacIntyre
through the woods above the
Wilmington Notch in 1814.
MacIntyre’s Elba Iron Works forge
was built on the pond where Lake
Placid’s electric plant operates today.
He tried making iron from the rich ore
beds in the Cascades, between Lake
Placid and Keene, but that ore was
contaminated with iron pyrite, also
known as fool’s gold.
Rather than give up, MacIntyre
decided to haul in better ore for his
forge. He had a road built through the
woods between North Elba and
Wilmington, high above the rocky narrows of the Au Sable River’s West
Branch, behind Owen, Copperas and
Winch ponds. In winter, when the
marshy ground had hardened, he used
sleds to haul high-grade ore brought
over from Clintonville to his operation
on the Plains of Abraham.
Though MacIntyre’s Elba forge
ceased operation in 1817, his road
stayed in use until 1854, when the
Wilmington Notch road was laid along
the river.

I hiked the southern end of the old
ghost road, rising from Route 86 opposite Monument Falls, a couple of years
ago. It was a well-defined track, obviously graded, and hiked enough by
others to be relatively open.
The northern end, coming up from
86 between the Whiteface campground
and High Falls Gorge, was still
unknown to me — and not much hiked
by others, either. An Adirondack
Mountain Club group out of
Plattsburgh had distinguished the old
roadbed from the woods around it for a
late summer hike in 1996, but no one
else I knew had hiked the whole length
of the old trail.
The romance of walking a road so
long abandoned, and trodden by so few
since, captured my imagination.
LAST THURSDAY morning I pushed
into the woods near High Falls Gorge
where, according to the old maps, the
1814 road should have met the modern
highway. I found nothing that immediately announced itself as an old road
bed, but I knew where it was supposed
to be, so I bushwhacked up a relatively
dry stream bed into the Sentinel Range.
I knew how to read a compass and a

Photo at top: Beavers created Marsh
Pond, deep in the woods above the
Wilmington Notch, over a period spanning more than a century.

map, and I felt reasonably certain that,
old road or not, I could pick my way
along the western flank of the
Sentinels to the point past Owen Pond
where I knew the southern end of the
Iron Works Road could be found.
There, at least, the going would clear
up.
But pushing through the trailless
brush was not easy, almost like pushing a way through solid, living tissue.
Every so often as I worked up the
hill I would strike upon a deer trail,
making my passage a little easier. And
I kept coming upon landmarks shown
on the map — brooks, rises and falls of
land, and the like — telling me that,
though I hadn’t yet found the road I
was seeking, I wasn’t lost yet, either.
Then, for about 20 feet, I was sure I
had found the old road bed: 10 to 12
feet wide, apparently graded — until it
was consumed in a running stream
higher up.
But, a little higher still, there it was
again: the leaf-covered, graded bed.
This time the evidence was clear that
humans had cut this path through the
woods. There on one side of the level
stretch was the clean plane of a log
sawed through when a yard-long section of a fallen tree trunk blocking the
trail had been removed.
I checked the direction: south-southwest, more or less the direction the old
road should have been heading at that
spot — or close enough for government work.
‘If this is the Iron Works Road,’ I
figured, ‘then I should hit a stream
crossing it after I pass the rise up there
on the left, and the road should continue along the base of the Sentinel
Range, past the ponds and down to
Monument Falls.’
And there, as I got past the rise, was
the brook, running across the road bed.
I had found it: the old, old road.
For the time being, anyway.

ing sign after sign of the trail’s human
fabrication: sawed-through logs, a
rusty iron bucket left by a stream, an
old handsaw handle left by the side of
the path where its blade may have broken some years before.
When the trail crossed the brook
leading down to Marsh Pond, however,
the signs started becoming sketchier.
Where the road had been so clear
before, now it looked more like one
stretch of false trail after another, with
fewer and fewer traces of human activity. Finally, with the crossing of one
more stream, all signs of a trail petered
out.

For the time being, the Iron Works
Road appeared to have been swallowed
in the beaver defile that had grown up
around the verges of Marsh Pond, itself
a steadily growing beaver lake begun
some hundred years ago or more. One
downed tree after another fallen trunk,
all courtesy of the beavers, made the
passage through the marshy, untracked
woods even dicier here than through
the thick scrub brush up the hillside
earlier.
Forced northward by obstacles laid
in my path, I found myself standing on
the southern shore of Marsh Pond,
looking out across the shallow waters

Question: How do you know if something’s a trail?
Answer: You follow it, and it keeps
on going.
I FOLLOWED the Iron Works Road
through the Sentinel Wilderness, pass-

One stretch of the old Iron Works Road, running behind Owen, Winch, Copperas
and Marsh ponds above the Wilmington Notch.

Just one example of the otherworldliness of the Adirondack wilderness: tree roots
spanning a brook running under them, like woody spans of a natural bridge.

toward Little Whiteface. Looking
around at the devastation wrought on
the forest by the hordes of bucktoothed, flat-tailed rodents, I thought to
myself, ‘These are not tame woods;
this is truly wilderness, rarely visited
by humans, showing no mark of our
hand and little sign of our trails.’
That was when, off to my left, out of
the corner of my eye, I saw something
moving: a small critter making its way
along the edge of the pond, sniffing,
poking into the grass, almost like it
was checking traps.
‘I’ve never seen a beaver do that
before,’ I thought.
And the closer the creature got, the
less beaver-like it looked: no signature
tail, fur longer and browner — some
dark, some light — and a small, pointed, skull-like head, the fur there almost
white.
The creature didn’t seem to see me,
though I was standing straight up on
the edge of the pond with nothing else
around me. I started calling out, hoping
to alert it to my presence and avoid a
confrontation.
“Hello. I’m here. A human. Just in
case you didn’t notice.”
But the thing kept on coming, sniffing through the marsh, quickly narrow-

ing the gap between us.
I’d never been charged by a small
mammal before, but that’s what it
looked like this critter was doing.
I couldn’t run — this thing was on
its home ground, clearly better able to
negotiate the swampy turf and downed

trees than I could.
I did the only thing I could think of:
I reared up, stretching my arms above
my head, trying to make myself appear
as big as I possibly could, and roared.
At that the thing stopped, looking
up, probably noticing me for the first
time — then, after another second,
zooming off like a streak of brown,
furry lightning into the woods.
My camera was in my backpack, so I
couldn’t get a snapshot of that creature,
but after looking through pictures on
the Web this weekend of the various
members of the weasel family, the
closest match appears to be the wolverine.
That’s not a likely match, since
wolverines were virtually eliminated
from the Adirondacks by trappers in
the 1840s, but there have been very
rare sightings of the creatures here
since, now and then. And if there was
ever a spot for an Adirondack wolverine to live, it would be there by Marsh
Pond, in that stretch of wilderness too
thick to be bothered much by humans.
IT WAS MIDDAY, and I had lost my
trail. The woods and brush were so
thick that I wasn’t sure I could make it
by sundown to the spot where I knew

A horde of busy beavers have transformed the mountain plain above the Wilmington
Notch into a swampy marsh punctuated with the silvery trunks of dead pine trees.

the Iron Works Road would pick up
again. And my little encounter with the
unidentified critter had spooked me.
Rather than head out again to the
base of the Sentinel Range to relocate
my old road, I decided the prudent
thing to do would be to find the outlet
brook from Marsh Pond and follow it
to Owen Pond. On the northwest corner of Owen, I knew, I could pick up
the DEC trail leading down to Route
86 and home.
That was the point where my day in
the wilderness started turning nightmarish. The woods weren’t any less
thick going around Marsh Pond toward
its outlet — in fact, they were thicker,
and marshier, and more strewn with
downed trees than the terrain I’d
already traveled through, all thanks to
the evil beavers.
“Who’s in charge of these woods,
anyway?” I muttered to myself as I
slowly pushed my way forward.
“They’re an absolute mess! Whoever is
responsible should be ashamed of
themselves.
“I want a refund!”
But, of course, there was no refund
to be had — and no relief, either.
A couple of times, trying to follow
indications on the map, I found myself
getting more lost, not less. Every time
that happened, I had to stop, re-orient
myself with map and compass to the
visible high points, and get back on
track.
I got scared a few times, realizing
how easy it would be to get completely
lost, far from trails, deep in the woods,
were it not for my map and compass
— and what if I were reading them
wrong?
A few times I caught myself praying,
“Please, God, let this be such-and-such
a geographic feature,” hoping I wasn’t
making my situation worse with each
plodding step — and, of course, if the
final pond I’d found wasn’t Owen
Pond, I couldn’t expect God to alter
reality on my behalf and transform it
into Owen, now, could I?
I remembered Albert Einstein, creator of the Special Theory of
Relativity, objecting to the new, less
certain world of physics being created
by scientists like Werner Heisenberg

with his famous Uncertainty Principle.
“God does not play dice with men,”
Einstein objected to Heisenberg.
Heisenberg responded, “Not only
does God play dice with men, but
sometimes He throws them where they
can’t be seen.”
Silently, I hoped I was not being
thrown into such a place.
Finally, about 4 hours later, after
pushing myself to keep going through
the thickest, marshiest, scrubbiest
woods I’d ever been in, I found the
Owen Pond outlet. Across it, and up
the brook’s bank, was the DEC path
back to civilization.

Never had a well-trodden, clearly
marked trail looked so good to me as
that trail did last Thursday afternoon.
Bone weary, covered with sweat and
dust, I plodded down that trail and up
along Route 86 to where my truck was
parked at Monument Falls.
“Adventures in the Wilderness,”
indeed.
Phooey!
Next time, I promise you, the only
trail I’ll be traveling will be one
marked boldly on the map and cleared
by hundreds of more qualified hikers
before me.

Never did any trail look so good as this one did late Thursday afternoon after our
writer's (mis)adventures in the wilderness.

Back to the wilderness, with GPS
An LPN writer returns to the trail that stumped him this spring —
this time with a high-tech navigation device to help him find his way
Words and pictures by LEE MANCHESTER, Lake Placid News, September 24, 2004

Old roads fascinate me.
When you walk them, you travel
trails trodden by the pioneers who
settled this area 200 years ago —
and you probably have an experience of the woods and hills around
you that is not very different from
the one they had back then.
Some of the old roads through
the Adirondacks, while no longer
used by vehicles, have been kept
open as trails, like the Old Mountain
Road behind Pitchoff Mountain
between Keene and North Elba.
Others, like the original road
between
Lake
Placid
and
Wilmington, are mostly just memories, their trails traced clearly on old
maps, but only sketchily on the
ground.
Earlier this year, my first hike of
the spring took me through the
woods south of High Falls Gorge
into the hills above the Wilmington
Notch along what I hoped was the
old winter road cleared in 1814 to
bring iron ore from Clintonville to

the Elba Iron Works on the edge of
what is now Lake Placid.
The map I used this spring, however, was far from precise, and
since the old road had been used so
little as a hiking trail in recent
years, the only chance to follow it
would have been to trace it from the
start, exactly where it left Route 86
— and I didn’t know where that
was. I got lost in the beaver defile
above Marsh Pond, only finding my
way out by trial and error.
The story I wrote about that
experience drew a response from a
reader who was more than a little
alarmed that I had set out through
the back country so poorly prepared. He reminded me of one of
the cardinal rules of hiking: Pack as
if you expected to be stuck
overnight — because you might be.
The reader also suggested that,
if I try to hike the Old Iron Road
again, I do so with a GPS device —
a handheld computer with a small
display screen showing topographi-

cal maps and programmed trail
coordinates. A tiny radio receiver
inside the device picks up digital
signals from several satellites placed
in stationary orbits around the Earth.
The computer takes those signals
and calculates your exact location,
which then appears on the display
screen.
As long as the GPS device is
working, it’s simply not possible to
get lost.
It took me a few months to ponder the idea of purchasing this hightech hiking tool. A good GPS unit
runs anywhere from $200 to $400
— and that’s without the software
and the memory card needed to
download the maps you’ll use on
your actual hikes.
My wife, however, has an aversion to letting me get lost in the

Photo, top: Whiteface Mountain rises in the
distance behind a marshy beaver meadow
south of Owen Pond above the Wilmington
Notch, a short distance off the Old Iron Road.

mountains again. When my birthday
came along earlier this month, she
used the opportunity to get me a
GPS.
After spending a couple of
evenings reading through the manual and learning how to use the
machine, I got hold of the best hard
copy I could find of a topographical
map showing the Old Iron Road’s
path, marked about 8 years ago by
Plattsburgh historian and ADK
member Jim Bailey when he was
preparing to lead an Adirondack
Mountain Club group along the
same trail.
Comparing Bailey’s map with
the topo used by my GPS, I charted
the “waypoints” that would help my
handheld navigation computer
guide me through the woods
between the Sentinel Range and the
ponds above the Wilmington Notch.
And then, I was ready.
LAST SATURDAY was the perfect opportunity to put my preparations to use. It was a cool day, but
not cold, and the sun was coming
out again after several days’ sojourn
behind a cover of hurricane-generated clouds.
Rather than starting out this time
from the northern end by High Falls
Gorge, where I wasn’t sure of the
trail’s take-off point, I headed farther south to the parking lot at
Monument Falls. There, I knew
exactly where the trail started, for I
had already hiked a few years earlier along a mile or so of the old road,
up to the point where a slide had
consumed it just south of Owen
Pond.
Before leaving the parking area
and heading across Route 86 to the
trailhead, I turned on the GPS
device so that I could follow my
progress and compare it to the trail
displayed between waypoints on the
screen.
Initially I was stumped by the

difference between the actual and
the digital trails, but the difference
was small, and there wasn’t any
question — at least at the beginning
— of where the real trail was.
After scrambling just a few
yards above the modern, paved
road, evidence of the Old Iron Road
— cleared by hand axe and saw,
graded by pick and shovel and brute
strength nearly two centuries ago —
became unmistakable: a level shelf,
8 to 10 feet wide, cut into the diagonal slope of the hillside.
For me, this is where the
“romance” of these old roads
begins. You look at how this road
was cut into the hillside — not
deeply, but cut nonetheless. You
realize that this was done originally
in 1814, when the only power
equipment was driven by stationary
waterwheels. And you think about
the incredible effort they had to
make just to travel those 4 miles
from Monument Falls to High Falls
Gorge, through what were then
uncharted woods.
One can’t help but drop one’s

jaw in awe — at least, I can’t.
AS I HIKED along, playing with
my new toy, I found it kind of interesting to watch the GPS screen as
my actual trail veered off from the
one I’d charted. As always, where
apparent authority conflicts with
empirical reality — in this case, the
electronic map versus the trail under
my own two feet — it’s empirical
reality that wins, every time.
I mused, too, on the way the GPS
device was changing my experience
of hiking, at least while I was still
getting used to it.
Normally on a hike I would be
walking along, my eyes on the trail
and the woods around me, my ears
listening to the wind in the trees and
the water in the nearby brook and
the critters calling — but with this
new technological toy, I actually
found myself referring more to the
scientific instrument than to my
senses and their direct experience of
the environment.
I couldn’t help but wonder, to
what extent do these technological

An 1815 map showing the old road between "MacMartin's" (the North Elba Iron Works, on the
edge of what is now Lake Placid) and "Owen's," a trading post in Wilmington hamlet.

Mushrooms growing on the underside of a log downed across the old trail above the Wilmington Notch.

tools and toys junk up our experience of the woods?
EARLY ON, the trail along the
Old Iron Road is so clear, so unmistakable, it makes me wonder how I
could have missed its beginning the
first time I came up here — but I
did. Even though I knew where the
trailhead was, I struck off from it in
the wrong direction and had to
scramble up a small hillside and
look downward to find the trail I
was supposed to be on.
The reality is, it’s easy to lose a
trail, even one you’ve just been on.
Earlier this summer, for instance,
I was climbing Mount Adams to do
a story on its endangered fire tower.
Though the Adams trail used to be
maintained by the DEC, it’s been
neglected for more than a decade,
and most experienced hikers caution
that it’s a very difficult path to follow. Using a little care, however,
and keeping my eyes wide open, I
was able to find enough evidence of
the trail to follow it pretty well up
the mountain.
Coming down Adams, however,
I got cocky and, not paying attention, I ended up losing my bearings

and having to bushwhack my way
through the scrub brush to a point
where I knew the trail picked up
again — not something I enjoyed.
And maybe that’s where something like a GPS device fits in to the
hiking experience. Carrying one is
not merely an act of prudence, but
of humility: a recognition of how
easy it is to screw up out in the
woods, and of how much trouble
you can get into if you lose your
way. The fact is, even when a path
looks perfectly clear, sometimes
you need a satellite over the Atlantic
and another over the Pacific helping
pinpoint your location in relation to
the wilderness around you, helping
you find your way.
One thing about mortals that
never stops working, after all, is our
mortality, our fallibility, the ease
with which we make mistakes we
don’t know we’re making, mistakes
we didn’t even know it was possible
to make.
THE TRAIL skirted a huge pile
of debris left by a 1995 slide down a
chute on the shoulders of Kilburn
Mountain, where now a beautiful,
tripping brook flows. Hunting dogs

know how easy it is to lose the scent
of their prey when it crosses a river.
Just so, it is sometimes difficult to
pick up a thin, obscure trail again
after crossing water.
On the other side of the slide was
where my new GPS device first
proved itself. Though I could see no
sign whatsoever of where the trail
picked up again through the woods,
the GPS map helped me find the
exact spot. I located it, pushed
through the brush along the edge of
the place where the slide had consumed the Old Iron Road — and
there it was, the trail again, though it
was clearly used much less from that
point on than was the portion on the
other side of the slide.
The old road beyond the slide
was much more overgrown, with
much more uncleared debris littering the path. It was still obviously
used as a trail — sometimes — but
the surrounding woods closed in
more closely, making the trail a little
darker, and the floor was more
thickly carpeted with old leaves.
FOR THE FIRST mile or so on

the Old Iron Road, the way to be
sure you’re on it is to look on the
south or east side of the trail, closest
to the rising Sentinel Range. If the
road has clearly been cut there a foot
or two into the hillside, then you’re
on the road.
Later, however, that indication
goes away.
Vegetation has grown up on portions of the trail so that, to pick your
way through, you can’t look too
closely at the details right in front of
you. You have to look past the brush
to the contours of the terrain around
you to determine how the trail lies
across the land.
Part of tracking a trail this way
seems almost instinctive, kind of like
Luke Skywalker being urged to “use
the Force,” but it’s probably just a
matter of broadening your perspective.

It was comforting, however, to
know that, no matter what I saw
around me — and no matter what I
could not see, for one reason or
another — if I just hiked by instruments, if I just followed that black
line across the GPS screen, I would
get out of there alright.
ABOUT HALFWAY between
Owen and Marsh ponds the trail
opened into the only real clearing I
encountered last Saturday, covered
with thick, brown grasses. In the
center was a large rock outcropping,
on one end of which had been drilled
two small holes.
Looking at the notations marked
on Jim Bailey’s map, it seemed possible that this was an old lumber
camp used at the turn of the last century by J. & J. Rogers crews logging
for pulpwood.
At one corner of the clearing was
a confirming find: the cast-iron
remains of an old stove, the same
remains noted in Bailey’s short 1996
article in the local ADK newsletter.
A brook ran to the left (northwest) of the clearing, parallel to the
trail marked on my GPS map. The
place where the trail exited the clearing was not obvious, but I knew that
if I just followed directions, I would
probably find it.
And I did.
But from that point, the trail
became progressively more difficult
to identify, and there were more and
more places where I wasn’t at all sure
that I hadn’t lost the road altogether.
FINALLY, standing on a rock in
the middle of a brook rolling down
from the Sentinel Range and feeding
the beaver ponds below, I was quite
sure that I had lost the trail completely. Crossing the stream and
pushing ahead a short way through
the thick brush confirmed my conviction. There was no road there —
or if there was, it was too densely

overgrown for me to find.
That was the situation for which
the GPS device is really tailormade. If I’d had to, I could have
continued pushing through that
brush and following GPS directions
and, however difficult it might have
been, I would have gotten out of
those woods alright.
However, since I didn’t know
how long it would take me to bushwhack through to Route 86, and
since I didn’t have all afternoon —
it was already getting on to 5
o’clock — I decided to take advan-

tage of another feature of the handydandy little tool my wife had bought
me for my birthday: the backtrack
function.
I simply stopped, turned around,
and traced my steps backward, letting the GPS satellite signals guide
me unerringly from the trail I’d lost
to the trail I’d already travelled.
And, presto! Within an hour or
so, I was back at my truck and heading home to a shower and clean
clothes.
I think I like this GPS thingamabob.

END OF THE TRAIL - The Au Sable River's West Branch, looking downstream over Monument
Falls, at the end of the day.

Eureka! I found it!
On his third attempt, our reporter identifies
the final stretch of the 'Old Iron Road'
that once connected Wilmington and North Elba
Words & pictures by Lee Manchester, Lake Placid News, December 2, 2005

I’ve always liked “exploring.”
As a wee tyke in Birmingham,
Mich., I wandered off from my house,
alone, on more than one occasion,
stopping to knock on some strangers’
door several blocks away when I got
hungry or thirsty or needed relief.
Once the strangers got my name out
of me, they would call my frightened
mother to come pick me up.
The exploratory impulse stayed
with me as I grew up. As a teenager,
living with my family in Ethiopia, I
would sometimes ride my horse in the
dead of night through the streets of
the capital just to see what the city
looked like when it was dark and
empty, a kind of urban wilderness.
It should come as no surprise,
then, that hiking has always been
high on my list of preferred pastimes
as an adult. I really, really like the
idea of trekking an unknown forest or
mountain or desert trail, with nothing
but a map and compass in hand, for
the sole purpose of seeing what there
is to see — and maybe seeing what
nobody else has seen before.
Combine that wanderlust with my
deep affection for regional history,
and you’ll understand why I am so
interested in the “Old Iron Road,” the
original route between Wilmington
and Lake Placid, built in 1814 to help
bring high-grade iron ore from
Clintonville to the Elba Iron Works
on the edge of what is now Lake
Placid.
For the last couple of weeks,
you’ve been reading about my first
two adventures on that old road: get-

ting lost after stumbling upon a portion of the path, the first time, then
using careful mapping and a GPS
receiver to find my way the second
time.
This week, I’m going to share
with you the experience of finally
locating the northern end of the Old
Iron Road, the one I could not locate
in its entirety on my first expedition
— and then, both for confirmation
and for mapping purposes, my
through-hike along the entire wilderness stretch of the old road above the

Wilmington
Notch,
between
Monument Falls on the south and
High Falls Gorge on the north.
ON MY FIRST attempt to identify
the north end of the Old Iron Road, in
late April 2004, I merely eyeballed
the terrain to pick out any obviously
graded areas where an old road might
have passed.
On my latest attempt, on Nov. 19,
I had the advantage of some fairly
careful comparisons between an early
19th century map and a 1996 trail
map, both plotted with GPS coordinates into a hand-held receiver.
I also had the advantage of experience.
Since my first adventure in the
wilderness above the Wilmington
Notch, early last year, I have hiked
several old, disused trails. I know
now what to look for in the terrain
and how to find old trails under deep
carpets of fallen leaves or through
several years’ worth of overgrowth
and blowdown.

COURTESY LAKE PLACID/NORTH ELBA HISTORIAN'S ARCHIVES

John Richards' 1815 map, “Road from McMartin's to Owen's." McMartin was
the manager of McIntyre's Elba Iron Works, and Owen lived in Wilmington.

This was the place where I first identified the old road, cut
horizontally into the otherwise diagonal slope of the hillside.

Another advantage I had on last
month’s search for the Iron Road’s
north end was the weather.
Chuck Vandrei, a DEC preservation specialist, told me last winter that
the best time of year to find a forgotten road is after a light snowfall. The
snow hides the terrain’s extraneous
details so that all you see is the curvature of the land, making the telltale
signs of an old road or trail easier to
discern.
My timing on the Nov. 19 hike
was perfect for testing Vandrei’s the-

ory. Flurries had fallen a couple of
nights before, and moderate temperatures had preserved a light blanket of
snow as it lay across the landscape.
I BEGAN BY finding the place on
Route 86 where the 1996 trail map
said the Iron Road’s north end began,
between the state campground at
Whiteface and High Falls Gorge.
Pushing up the hillside, I followed
the track of my GPS coordinates, zigzagging across hillside, looking for
physical signs of a trail or primitive

road grading.
The terrain on the northernmost
part of the Old Iron Road is steeper
than anywhere else on the abandoned
wilderness trail. It’s not surprising
that it’s difficult to find traces of a
primitive winter sledge road cut 190
years ago through the woods. Nearly
two centuries of spring melts and
blowdowns might well have obliterated all evidence of its passing. This
trail was identified, however, in 1996,
from start to finish, leading me to
believe that it might still be possible
to identify it today.
It is difficult to distinguish with
certainty between a shallow trough
created by old-road grading and one
created simply by melt-off finding its
way down a hillside. Before long,
however, I came across something
that looked very much like a graded
trail, with stones cleared to one side.
Just a few steps further and I could
say, without a doubt, that this was an
artificially graded road bed. I could
see where it cut horizontally across
the natural diagonal slope of the hillside, which fell toward the brook
below.
As I continued following the newfound trail, Vandrei’s Hypothesis
proved itself true: I really could see
the curvature of the terrain and the
shape of the graded trail much more
clearly for the slight snow cover.
The trail crossed back over the
brook, then continued alongside it. It
was fairly open, except in places
where a tree trunk had fallen across
its path.
I was not the only one finding the
old McIntyre road a natural pathway
through the woods. Lots of woodland
critters had discovered the same
thing, as evidenced by the numerous
tracks of animals large and small that
helped delineate the trail. It was, after
all, an open way through the woods;
why wouldn’t they, too, use it?
THERE WERE PLACES where
my trail was indistinguishable from a
meltoff brook. The only thing that

identified those stretches as part of
the old 1814 road was after-the-fact
confirmation from GPS mapping:
They were clearly parts of the regular,
relatively straight trail surveyed
through the woods by Archibald
McIntyre’s men.
Which came first: the brook bed,
carving a straight way through the
forest that was ripe for exploitation
by simple road builders, or the old
road that eventually became a brook
bed when the snow melted or the rain
ran off the hillside? There are many
trails, everywhere, that beg such a
question.
On stretches of the old road where
there was no downhill trough accommodating a new brook, and no readily apparent grading into a hillside, I
could only trust my instincts to tell
me that I was on the right path. My
instincts seemed to be true.
Each time I found myself really
wondering if I was actually on the
right path, I came across one of the
telltale signs that a trail had passed
through that place: a log, fallen across
the trail, with a section sawed out of
the middle.
THE FIRST TIME I tried to follow
the Old Iron Road through, I made the
rather dark observation that the only
one sure way to know if your “trail”
was really a trail was to follow it. If it
kept on going, it was a trail; if it didn’t, you were lost.
On my Nov. 19 expedition, I
learned a corollary to that dark aphorism: The way to stay on a trail is to
keep following it. When blowdown
covers a part of the path, look beyond
it to where the path goes straight
through. Find your way through, over
or around the blowdown to the other
side, and continue. The trail does
keep going.
The path of the Old Iron Road
seemed so evident to me last month
that I wondered how, before, I could
have gotten as lost as I did — but, you
know, it’s incredibly easy to get lost
in the woods, and there were several

Winter was young in the woods when I passed through them last month.
Water splashing down the brook beds gathered on broken tree limbs fallen
across the stream, freezing into the shape of great elongated teardrops.

times on Nov. 19 when I was not sure
that I was still on the trail.
When I felt the exuberance of discovery rising in me, I struggled deliberately to settle myself down, lest I
get cocky — for, in the wilderness,
cockiness begets disaster.
“The day, after all, is still young,”
I reminded myself, “and there is plenty of time in which to get seriously
lost.”
Fortunately, I did not get lost on
my north-end expedition, although I
was unable to hike the Iron Road all
the way through that day.
I had to stop my hike on the 19th
after traveling a little more than a
mile and a half. It was 3:30, and the
sun was about to start setting. I turned
around and followed my footprints
back through the snow to Route 86,
arriving at my car at about 5 p.m.
Stepping out of the woods at the
end of that hike, I had a really strong
impression of somehow stepping out
of the very early 19th century, and all
that entailed up here — sparse population, simpler technology, the pioneering ethos — and very suddenly

jumping a two-century gap into the
modern Adirondacks.
It’s a different world in which we
live today than the one that Archibald
McIntyre pioneered and developed in
the second decade of the 19th century.
THERE WERE TWO items still
left on my Old Iron Road agenda,
however, after my Nov. 19 expedition.
First, I had not had time at the end
of that day to positively identify the
very last stretch of the old road where
it joined the modern-day Route 86.
(You’ll remember that, on the first
part of my Nov. 19 hike, I had been
zig-zagging up the hillside before
finding the graded road bed.)
Second, I really wanted to hike the
wilderness section of McIntyre’s road
all the way through, from Monument
Falls to High Falls Gorge, just to confirm for sure that it could be done
with the information I had been able
to nail down.
I decided to take my final, confirmatory hike down the old road on

Friday, Nov. 25, the day after
Thanksgiving.
The map I had made, combining
the 1996 trail map with my own GPS
waypoints, proved very reliable, for
the most part. I followed the directions from my GPS receiver, matching them up with what my own two
eyes could tell from the terrain before
me, and picked my way along the
edge of the Sentinel Range quite well
— for the most part.
There was one stretch, however,
where, GPS or not, I lost the trail. I
knew the old road was there, underneath the leaves and the brush and the
blowdown, but I just couldn’t find it.
All I could do was bushwhack
through to the next place where I
could, once again, identify the old
road bed — and, lo and behold, there
it was.
With the right equipment, the right
experience and the right information,
the word “lost” isn’t as loaded with
fear and humiliation as it is otherwise.
AFTER I HAD hiked again most of
the northern stretch I’d traveled the
previous week, I reached the place
where I had initially identified the
McIntyre road on the 19th. That was
the point where I would have to see if
I could discern the rest of the old road
as it descended to Route 86.
Sure enough, I found traces right
away of a trail: the slight depression
distinguishing it from the surrounding hillside, and the slightly more
open way left by the packed earth and
resulting deficit of vegetation.
Finally, I found the last little bit
the Old Iron Road laying before me: a
trough about 10 feet wide, artificially
scooped out of the downward sloping
hill, roughly graded, ending just
above the modern Wilmington Road.
I’d done it! I had walked the entire
abandoned stretch of the original
1814 road from Elba to Wilmington,
where only a few intrepid hikers and
hunters had ventured in the preceeding couple of centuries or so.

And now, if you like, so can you.
BEFORE YOU GO, however, a
few words of caution:
I had hoped, by making a throughhike, to be able to tell my readers that,
if you do what I did, you will be able
to follow this old road all the way
through the mountains, from start to
finish, without question and without
harm.
But that is not the case.
I was able to map it all through,
sure enough — but, remember, there
was one significant stretch where I
lost the trail and had to bushwhack
my way back to where I knew the old
road should be, locating it again with
the GPS receiver and the map programmed into it.
The map I’ve made is pretty
darned good, and should help you follow the old winter road blazed by

McIntyre’s crew through the plateau
above the Wilmington Notch — but
there will still be places where you’ll
have to look very, very carefully to
connect my map coordinates with
your own experience of the real,
empirical trail upon which you are
hiking.
Here is the assurance I can give
you: If you get lost, as I did, but you
know something about the woods as
well as about GPS-based electronic
maps, you will be able to use my
mapping coordinates to find your way
back to the trail, as I did.
But keep your eyes open. Don’t
trust my account too much; rely more
upon your own experience, your own
observations, your own instincts. And
if your woodsman’s skills are not the
best, then I would say that this is
probably not the hike for you — at
least, not yet.

Looking down on the snow-covered crowns of the countless evergreen seedlings
covering the forest floor, they reminded me somehow of green, snow-covered
stars in a snowy white sky. This little fellow was standing on the spot where I finally
decided to turn around and head for home at the end of the afternoon.

Through-hiking the Old Iron Road
If you would like to through-hike
the abandoned wilderness section of
Archibald McIntyre’s 1814 winter road
above the Wilmington Notch, here’s a
description of the trail.
If you would like us to send you
PDF versions of the trail map and a
table containing complete GPS waypoints, just drop an e-mail addressed to
LManchester@LakePlacidNews.com.
Distance: 3.78 miles one way. I
suggest starting at the southern end,
because that portion of the old road bed
is still used somewhat as a trail to
Owen, Copperas and Winch ponds, and
it will be easier for most hikers to go
from a trail used sometimes, to a trail
used rarely, to a trail used almost never,
rather than the other way around.
Elevation: Starts at 528 meters
above sea level at Monument Falls.
Most of the trail is on a plateau whose
elevation hovers around 600 meters,
though it rises as high as 635 meters
before descending to 430 meters at the
trail’s end.
For parking, I suggest that you
leave one car at the parking area off the
road nearest to the northern end of the
trail, just north of the big curve before
High Falls Gorge. Then drive another
car with a hiking partner to the parking
lot at Monument Falls.
Remember: This is a completely
unmarked trail. You won’t find any
comforting blue or red or brown metallic discs nailed to the trees to assure
you that you’re on the right path.
You’ll have a set of GPS coordinates,
and you’ll have the trail itself to lead
you through the woods. But that’s it.
Exercise caution, use your common
sense, and please — don’t try this without a GPS receiver and marked navigation coordinates.
Trail description
1) The southern trailhead, an

unmarked scramble up the roadside, is
directly opposite the Monument Falls
parking area on Route 86. (Elev. 528
m) The first part of our trail coincides

with an unofficial “back trail” to the
Owen-Copperas-Winch ponds area.
2) At around three-quarters of a
mile, off the trail to the north, you’ll
find a beaver marsh, picturesque, with
Whiteface rising in background. (Elev.
570 m)
3) At 0.85 miles (elev. 600 m)
you’ll have to jog slightly upslope to
go around debris from an October 1995
slide. Cross a brook below the falls,
then go down slope to pick the trail
back up.
4) At 1.17 miles, watch out! The
more established trail turns north
toward the ponds — but you want to
continue heading ENE.
5) Just off the trail, between 1.51 to
1.57 miles (elev. 594 m), you’ll find a
clearing that was a J. & J. Rogers Co.
logging camp about 100 years ago.
6) At 1.97 miles, right in the middle
of this hike, I lost the trail. I continued
bushwhacking, using the GPS map,
until I located another identifiable portion of the old road. Before I did, however, I had to cross a brook (at about
2.03 miles). It wasn’t until 2.12 miles
that I was once again able to identify
the trail as such.
7) At 2.21 miles, I reached the point
where the lateness of the day had
forced me to turn around on Saturday,
Nov. 19, when I attempted this hike
from the northern end.

8) At 2.30 miles, I had to make a
brook crossing. Beware! These are the
places where it’s easiest to lose the
trail, crossing from one side of a stream
to the other.
9) At 2.45 miles, a huge glacial
erratic can be seen to the east of the
trail.
10) At 2.48 miles, another brook
crossing.
11) At 2.63 miles (elev. 615 m) was
one of the many places where a cleanly cut log, showing where the trail had
been cleared, indicated that I was on
the right path.
12) At 2.71 miles (631 m), another
brook crossing.
13) At 2.80 miles (638 m), a handsaw handle was left, hanging in the
crotch of some brush, where someone
clearing the trail had probably broken
the saw’s blade.
14) On the steep stretch running
down to 2.87 miles (645 m), historian
James Bailey in August 1996 found
chunks of iron ore that had evidently
fallen off McIntyre’s sledges 180 years
before.
15) At 3.59 miles (elev. 476 m), you
will find the beginning of the final
stretch of the old McIntyre winter sled
road -- a kind of chute extending about
1/5 mile, ending at the old road’s intersection with Route 86.
16) At 3.78 miles (elev. 430 m) you
will reach the northern end of the old
McIntyre road, just south of a culvert
allowing a brook to flow underneath
Route 86 and into the Au Sable River
below.
Bonus: As you go left up Route 86
to the parking area where you’ve left a
car (about a quarter mile from the
trail’s end), you may see on your left
one end of a curve of the original Route
86, built in 1854 by Bill Nye, Bob
Scott and Peter Comstock. It was cut
off during re-engineering of the highway, possibly in the 1920s. You can
walk this short curve through to the
other end, which is immediately opposite the parking area.

#

Message

Latitude

Longitude
W73°54.899'

Altitude
(meters)
528

Mileage
(miles)
0.00

1

The southern trailhead
is opposite the
Monument Falls
parking area.
FYI: The first part of
our trail coincides with
a "back trail" to the
Owen-CopperasWinch ponds area.

N44°18.672'

N44°18.659'

W73°54.872'

571

0.03

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14 OFF THE TRAIL, to
the north, you'll find a
relatively recent
(unmapped) beaver
marsh, picturesque,
with Whiteface rising in
background
15
16 At this point, you'll
have to jog slightly
upslope to go around
slide debris.
17 This is the top of the
slide obstruction,
probably created in
October 1995. Cross
the brook below the
falls, then go down
slope to pick the trail
back up.
18 This is where you'll
pick up the trail again.

N44°18.676'
N44°18.684'
N44°18.675'
N44°18.685'
N44°18.717'
N44°18.749'
N44°18.779'
N44°18.798'
N44°18.844'
N44°18.889'
N44°18.937'
N44°18.955'

W73°54.840'
W73°54.745'
W73°54.698'
W73°54.648'
W73°54.626'
W73°54.577'
W73°54.474'
W73°54.426'
W73°54.346'
W73°54.265'
W73°54.179'
W73°54.189'

534
559
569
573
573
571
575
582
580
575
577
571

0.06
0.14
0.18
0.22
0.26
0.32
0.41
0.46
0.54
0.63
0.72
n/a

N44°18.982'
N44°19.013'

W73°54.101'
W73°54.059'

589
599

0.80
0.85

N44°19.012'

W73°54.026'

618

0.87

N44°19.035'

W73°54.028'

605

0.90

19
20 Watch out here! The
more established trail
turns north toward the
ponds -- but you want
to continue heading
ENE.

N44°19.144'
N44°19.212'

W73°53.914'
W73°53.806'

602
601

1.05
1.17

2

#

Message

21
22
24
23
25
26
27
28
29 This clearing is slightly
off the trail. It was a J.
& J. Rogers Co.
logging camp about
100 years ago.
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37 Right in the middle of
this hike, I lost the trail.
I continued
bushwhacking, using
the GPS map, until I
located another
identifiable portion of
the old road.
38 This point, on the
northern side of a little
brook, is about where
the trail should pick up,
though I couldn't see it
there.
39 This was the point
where I was once
again able to identify
the trail as such.
40 This was the point
where the lateness of
the day forced me to
turn around on
Saturday, Nov. 19,
when I attempted this
hike from the northern
end.

Latitude

Longitude
W73°53.759'
W73°53.716'
W73°53.677'
W73°53.661'
W73°53.590'
W73°53.537'
W73°53.505'
W73°53.437'
W73°53.470'

Altitude
(meters)
600
597
595
598
594
594
599
600
594

Mileage
(miles)
1.23
1.27
1.31
1.32
1.38
1.43
1.46
1.51
n/a

N44°19.243'
N44°19.264'
N44°19.284'
N44°19.289'
N44°19.304'
N44°19.311'
N44°19.321'
N44°19.338'
N44°19.340'

N44°19.364'
N44°19.376'
N44°19.386'
N44°19.443'
N44°19.478'
N44°19.488'
N44°19.526'
N44°19.540'

W73°53.382'
W73°53.353'
W73°53.310'
W73°53.219'
W73°53.133'
W73°53.089'
W73°53.007'
W73°52.971'

609
608
611
626
613
617
612
609

1.57
1.60
1.64
1.73
1.82
1.85
1.93
1.97

N44°19.572'

W73°52.906'

608

2.03

N44°19.632'

W73°52.847'

610

2.12

N44°19.690'

W73°52.759'

603

2.21

#

N44°19.738'
41 A brook crossing.
BEWARE! These are
the places where it's
easiest to lose the trail,
crossing from one side
of a stream to the next.

W73°52.687'

Altitude
(meters)
605

42
43
44 A huge glacial erratic
can be seen here to
the east of the trail.
45 Another brook
crossing.
46
47 Here was one of the
many places where a
cleanly cut log,
showing where the trail
had been cleared,
indicated that I was on
the right path.

N44°19.782'
N44°19.804'
N44°19.820'

W73°52.611'
W73°52.571'
W73°52.537'

606
605
606

2.38
2.42
2.45

N44°19.836'

W73°52.501'

610

2.48

N44°19.894'
N44°19.951'

W73°52.467'
W73°52.429'

612
615

15.50
2.63

48
49 Another brook
crossing.
50
51 A handsaw handle was
left here, hanging in
the crotch of some
brush, where someone
clearing the trail had
probably broken the
saw's blade.

N44°19.983'
N44°20.009'

W73°52.406'
W73°52.389'

621
631

2.67
2.71

N44°20.054'
N44°20.091'

W73°52.400'
W73°52.413'

637
638

2.76
2.80

N44°20.146'
52 On the steep stretch
between the height of
land where the
handsaw handle was
left and this point,
historian James Bailey
in August 1996 found
chunks of iron ore that
had evidently fallen off
McIntyre's sledges 180
years before.

W73°52.390'

645

2.87

N44°20.182'
N44°20.235'
N44°20.278'

W73°52.383'
W73°52.368'
W73°52.360'

644
636
601

2.91
2.97
3.02

53
54
55

Message

Latitude

Longitude

Mileage
(miles)
2.30

#

Message

Latitude

Longitude
W73°52.355'
W73°52.341'
W73°52.304'
W73°52.235'
W73°52.193'
W73°52.161'
W73°52.133'
W73°52.087'
W73°52.071'
W73°52.047'

Altitude
(meters)
588
562
526
521
505
512
502
498
496
476

Mileage
(miles)
3.08
3.16
3.22
3.33
3.38
3.44
3.47
3.52
3.54
3.59

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65 This is the beginning of
the final stretch of the
old McIntyre winter
sled road -- a chute
ending at the old road's
intersection with Route
86.

N44°20.323'
N44°20.397'
N44°20.444'
N44°20.523'
N44°20.556'
N44°20.599'
N44°20.624'
N44°20.653'
N44°20.656'
N44°20.696'

66
67
68
69 The northern end of
the old McIntyre road,
just south of a culvert
allowing a brook to
flow underneath Route
86.
70 This is one end of a
curve of the original
Route 86, built in 1854
by Bill Nye, Bob Scott
and Peter Comstock. It
was cut off during reengineering of the
highway, possibly in
the 1920s. You can
walk this short curve
through to the other
end, which is
immediately opposite
the parking area for the
northern end of this
hike.

N44°20.746'
N44°20.789'
N44°20.823'
N44°20.832'

W73°52.003'
W73°51.953'
W73°51.925'
W73°51.914'

454
450
439
430

3.66
3.72
3.77
3.78

N44°20.817'

W73°52.021'

434

71 The other end of the
abandoned curve of
the original Route 86.
72 The parking area here
is a good place to
leave one of two cars
for a through hike of
the old McIntyre road.

N44°20.841'

W73°52.172'

430

N44°20.876'

W73°52.203'

422

About 0.25
mile from the
trail junction
with Route
86.

